Characterization of virulence variants of African horsesickness virus.
There are three clinicopathologic syndromes associated with African horsesickness (AHS) virus infection in horses. These different forms of AHS (pulmonary, cardiac, and fever forms) vary in the organs affected, the severity of lesions, time of onset of clinical signs and mortality rates. We have studied the effects of infection with three cell culture passaged variants of AHS virus in naive North American horses. One of these viruses, AHS/4SP, consistently caused the pulmonary form of AHS with rapid onset of severe pulmonary edema and 100% mortality. A second variant, AHS/9PI, resulted in signs and lesions typical of the cardiac form of AHS: pericardial effusion, subendocardial hemorrhage and widespread subcutaneous edema. Mortality was approximately 70%. The third variant, AHS/4PI, produced mild to subclinical disease in horses, usually expressed only as transient mild fever. No mortality occurred in horses due to infection with AHS/4PI. All surviving infected animals did, however, seroconvert with both neutralizing and ELISA-reactive antibodies. The results of these studies indicate clearly that in naive horses the form of disease expressed is a property of the AHS virus inoculum.